Residence, 4642 Magnolia (1896)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois
Dennis Pratt, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
View, looking northwest
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Residence, 4712 Dover (1901)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois
Dennis Pratt, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
View, looking west
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Streetcape, looking northwest
Dennis Pratt, 1985 ( Pratt has negative)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois
Two Residences, 4636, 4646 Beacon (both 1904)
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View, looking east

Dennis Pratt, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois

Two-Fifteen, 4641 Dover (1903)
Row of two-flats, 4716-26 Dover (all 1908 or 1909)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois
Dennis Prat, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
Streetscape, looking northwest
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Streetescape, looking northeast
Denman Pratt, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois
Row of six-fours, E side 4700 block of Beacon (All I909-1910)
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Street scene, looking northeast

Denver Park, 1985 (Pratt has negative)
Sheridan Park, Chicago, Illinois

Row of store & flat buildings, E side 4600 block of Clark (411 1911)